
Evidence connecting Bart van Alphen to @the_dr_caveman: 
Striking similarities in tweets between @the_dr_caveman and Bart van Alphen’s personal 
account were first presented publicly on October 20, 2020. These include numerous references 
by @the_dr_caveman to being a neuroscientist “behind enemy lines” in the Evanston/Chicago 
area, with expertise in circadian biology. We believe that the evidence presented strongly 
suggests that the @the_dr_caveman account is run by Bart van Alphen.  
 
*Updated 2/2/21: A screenshot from gab previously contained an image of someone’s tinder 
profile which included their face. This screenshot was edited to remove this person’s face and 
identity.  
 

1. Both Bart van Alphen and @The_Dr_Cavement are both neuroscientists who work in 
Chicago/ Evanston (these screenshots from his Twitter & Gab account can be found on 
@BartVanCaveman) 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/BartVanCaveman/status/1318576609851527169


 

 

 

 
2. @the_dr_caveman is a neuroscientist who studies “small animal brains” and frequently 

references circadian rhythm biology. Bart Van Alphen is a neuroscientist who studies 
circadian rhythm in drosophila (fruit fly) 



 

 

 
3. @The_Dr_Caveman has access to the internal listserv from Northwestern’s Center for Life 

Processes Institute (CLP) with which Bart van Alphen’s lab is affiliated. 



 
The now-banned account @rabite belonged to Andrew Auernheimer, the Nazi hacker 

responsible for printing those Nazi flyers at universities across the country. 
 
 
 

4. @the_dr_caveman has been applying for faculty positions in STEM. As has Bart.  
 

 

 

https://twitter.com/rabite
https://twitter.com/rabite


 
 

5. Bart van Alphen and @the_dr_caveman tweets have similar topics, similar locations, and are 
posted at similar times. 

a.  “First: notice the timestamps of these two tweets (7 minutes apart), and the identical 
highly specific phrasing about Giuliani:” 

 
 

b. Both accounts were created in February 2014. Bart van Alphen’s account was 
created only a few days before @the_dr_caveman 

 
c. Both Twitter accounts have photos of the Chicago skylines at sunrise/sunset as their 

header. The photo on @The_Dr_Caveman’s account is taken by Barry Butler, a 
Chicago-based photographer whose images @Bart_van_Alphen has interacted with 

https://twitter.com/barrybutler9/status/1293876442451902464


on Twitter: 

  
d. Several NUIN students came forward and reported the account to NUIN admins and 

the Office of Equity on 10/28. On 10/30, @the_dr_caveman locked his account.  
e. Both accounts described the August flash storm with identical phrasing 



 
 

f. Both accounts have posted images of a gray cat with white socks named Chloe.  

 
 

 
 
 



g. Both accounts regularly post about gun violence in Chicago from the same source, 
“heyjackass.com” using very similar language.   

 

 
 

6. The image of protestors posted by @the_dr_caveman appears to be taken from The Park 
Evanston, a high-rise apartment building in downtown Evanston. In 2018, Bart van Alphen’s 
account included a screenshot of a receipt from The Park Evanston.  



 

 
7. A voice can be heard in a video posted by @the_dr_caveman of Evanston protestors. A 

recording of van Alphen’s voice that can be used for comparison can be found in this 
interview by NBC Chicago. Note that the original video of protestors posted by 
@the_dr_caveman included the faces of many protestors, despite their request not to be 
filmed. The account that reposted this @BartVanCavman removed the visual to protect the 
protestors requested anonymity.  

8. A reflection that strongly resembles van Alphen is evident in this photo posted by 
@the_dr_caveman: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://mobile.twitter.com/BartVanCaveman/status/1320497427267407872
https://www.nbcchicago.com/local/web-5p-pkg-sleep-apnea_chicago/58121/
https://www.nbcchicago.com/local/web-5p-pkg-sleep-apnea_chicago/58121/


An image of van Alphen posted elsewhere shows that he has a similar build to the person in 
the reflection taking the photo above.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Examples of @the_dr_caveman’s tweets: 
 

 

@The_Dr_Caveman frequently calls for or celebrates violence against 
protestors, victims of police brutality, liberals, union members, and “ANTIFA” 

 

 



 

 

 



On August 25th, Jacob Blake was shot seven times in the back by Kenosha              
Police in front of his children after breaking up a fight. The “stupid game” he               
was “playing” was existing while Black. @the_dr_caveman posts the same          
comment regularly under reports of anti-Black violence.  

 

 

 
 



 



 



 
("Helicopter rides" refers to the murder method the fascist dictator 

Pinochet used against dissidents) 
 

For context, “antifa” means “anti-fascist” and is an ideology, not a singular 
group of people  



Yet @the_dr_caveman regularly defends Kyle Rittenhouse, a white domestic 
terrorist who shot protesters following the attack on Jacob Blake in Kenosha. 

 

@the_dr_caveman frequently uses anti-Black slurs and stereotypes 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 
This is a post from his account on gab where he identifies as a 

“neuroscientist for trump” - see more information at the end of this document 

@the_dr_caveman often identifies with Neo-Nazi and alt-right online culture 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

@the_dr_cavamn is anti-diversity and pro white-power 

 



 



 



 

  

This is the account that Caveman is replying to in the “Know diversity” tweet 
above: 



 

 

 



 
@the_dr_caveman frequently expresses anti-Semitism and Islamophobia 

 
 

 

 



 

 
He uses this meme A LOT!  

@the_dr_caveman expresses transphobia, through posts and retweets 



 

 

@the_dr_caveman is a misogynist  



 

 

 

@the_dr_caveman regularly fetishizes Asian women’s bodies in a 
disgustingly pedophilic way 



 

 

 
This image, also his profile picture, is a screenshot from the 1993 movie 

Falling Down, a film about a man who goes on a violent rampage. “Soon” is 
an addition by Dr Caveman.  

There are many posts like this with @the_dr_caveman taunting 
accounts that seem to have been owned by women, often calling them 
“fatty” or using other derogatory terms, however most of the accounts 

he harasses in this way have been removed.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Falling_Down


 

On 1/6/21, he began spreading misinformation about the insurrection 
minutes after the capitol was breached.  

 

 



 

@the_dr_caveman / van Alphen’s presence elsewhere online: 
 

 

 

 



Return of Kings 
What is “Return of Kings”? 

● VICE: Awful Misogynist Website 'Return of Kings' Has Finally Been Shut Down 
● New York Gal: Everything You Need to Know About the Return of Kings Group 
● Bustle: “The Return Of Kings" Is Disgusting 
● BBC: How Return of Kings Used Outrage to Sell Extreme Ideas 

Profile: 
● Return of Kings Profile: Nomen Nescio  
● Archived: May 6th, 2019 

○ Specifically states that his twitter is @The_Dr_Caveman 
○ All of these articles were written during his time as a postdoc at 

Northwestern 
Articles: 

● Return of Kings - Attacks on German Women over New Year's Appear 
Organized and Planned  

○ Published: January 6, 2016 
○ Archived: December 7th, 2020  

● 4 Things in Common Between “Rape Culture” and Roofie Hysteria 
○ Published: April 22, 2015 
○ Archived: October 14th, 2019 

● Science Confirms Tattooed Women are Indeed Broken 
○ Published: October 17, 2014 
○ Archived: December 3, 2020 

● This Accidental Experiment Shows the Superiority of the Patriarchy  
○ Published: April 5, 2014 
○ Archived: December 6, 2020 

 
Gab 

What is Gab? 
● New York Times: The Far Right Has a New Digital Safe Space 
● The Verge: The far-right’s favorite social network is facing its own censorship 

controversy 
● NPR: Feeling Sidelined By Mainstream Social Media, Far-Right Users Jump To 

Gab 
● The Guardian: Ukip candidates urge followers to switch to far-right social network 

Gab: Hate-filled platform has no restrictions on antisemitic, misogynist or racist 
content 

Profile: 
● Gab Profile: Dr_Caveman 
● Archived: November 3, 2020 

○ This profile uses the the same picture as his Return of Kings account  
○ He refers to himself a neuroscientist 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/d3jq8x/awful-misogynist-website-return-of-kings-has-finally-been-shut-down
https://nygal.com/return-of-the-kings/
https://www.bustle.com/articles/139662-what-is-the-return-of-kings-the-atrociously-misogynist-group-had-rallies-planned-throughout-this-weekend
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-35490223
https://www.returnofkings.com/author/dr_caveman
http://web.archive.org/web/20190506022616/https://www.returnofkings.com/author/dr_caveman
https://www.returnofkings.com/77331/the-attacks-on-german-women-over-new-years-eve-appear-organized-and-planned
https://www.returnofkings.com/77331/the-attacks-on-german-women-over-new-years-eve-appear-organized-and-planned
http://web.archive.org/web/20201207012102/https://www.returnofkings.com/77331/the-attacks-on-german-women-over-new-years-eve-appear-organized-and-planned
https://www.returnofkings.com/61809/4-parallels-between-the-urban-myths-of-drink-spiking-and-rape-culture
http://web.archive.org/web/20191024003031/http://www.returnofkings.com/61809/4-parallels-between-the-urban-myths-of-drink-spiking-and-rape-culture
https://www.returnofkings.com/45944/science-confirms-tattooed-women-are-indeed-broken
http://web.archive.org/web/20201203003114/https://www.returnofkings.com/45944/science-confirms-tattooed-women-are-indeed-broken
https://www.returnofkings.com/32053/this-accidental-experiment-shows-the-superiority-of-patriarchy
http://web.archive.org/web/20201206062240/https://www.returnofkings.com/32053/this-accidental-experiment-shows-the-superiority-of-patriarchy
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/30/arts/the-far-right-has-a-new-digital-safe-space.html
https://www.theverge.com/2017/9/6/16259150/gab-ai-registrar-andrew-anglin-daily-stormer-crackdown
https://www.theverge.com/2017/9/6/16259150/gab-ai-registrar-andrew-anglin-daily-stormer-crackdown
https://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2017/05/21/529005840/feeling-sidelined-by-mainstream-social-media-far-right-users-jump-to-gab
https://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2017/05/21/529005840/feeling-sidelined-by-mainstream-social-media-far-right-users-jump-to-gab
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/may/11/ukip-european-election-candidates-join-gab-social-media-far-right
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/may/11/ukip-european-election-candidates-join-gab-social-media-far-right
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/may/11/ukip-european-election-candidates-join-gab-social-media-far-right
https://gab.com/Dr_Caveman
https://web.archive.org/web/20201103020236/https://gab.com/Dr_Caveman


 

 

 

 



 
*Note: The above formerly contained a screenshot of a tinder profile that Dr Caveman also 
posted, and the above comment is under this original post. I removed the screenshot of the 

person’s tinder profile for their privacy.  
 

 
Note that the first quote in his profile is apparently popular amongst white 
nationalists, as the same quote was used by someone who stormed the capitol:  
 



 
 

 
Miscellaneous/unsorted 

 



 

 



 
Above screenshot was taken 1/13/2021. Ravi Allada was informed about this incident in 
OCTOBER 2020 but still requires undergraduates to contact Bart if they want to work in the lab. 
Undergraduates across Northwestern are aware of this situation.  


